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IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE

C*-ALGEBRA GENERATED BY AN  rz-NORMAL OPERATOR

BY

JOHN W. BUNCE(!) AND JAMES A. DEDDENS

ABSTRACT. For  A   an  zz-normal operator on Hubert  space, we determine the

irreducible representations of C*(A), the   C*-algebra generated by  A   and the

identity.   For  A   a binormal operator, we determine an explicit description of the

topology on the space of unitary equivalence classes of irreducible representa-

tions of C*(A).

1. Introduction and preliminaries.   For A   a bounded linear operator on a Hu-

bert space  77, let  C (A) denote the   C  -algebra generated by A   and  /.   The set

of unitary equivalence classes of irreducible representations of a  C  -algebra

equipped with the hull-kernel topology is called the spectrum of the  C  -algebra

[2, paragraph 3l-   If A   is a normal operator, then the spectrum of C  (A) is merely

the spectrum of the operator A.   For noncommutative   C  -algebras very few exam-

ples of the spectrum of the algebra have been calculated other than the paper of

Fell  [3l-  In this paper we determine the irreducible representations of the  C  -

algebra generated by an ?z-normal operator and explicitly calculate the spectrum

of the   C  -algebra generated by a binormal operator.   To calculate the topology on

the spectrum we use the methods that Fell used to calculate the topology on the

duals of the complex unimodular groups  [3].

A  W  -algebra  ,A  is said to be  72-normal  [5]  if it satisfies the identity

Y,S&naAo-(\)AcT(2) ■■■ ̂ (277) =°

where A  , A ?, • • • , A 7    are arbitrary elements of 9\  and the summation is taken

over all permutations  a of (1, 2, 3, • • • , 2tz).  A bounded linear operator A   on a

Hubert space  7/  is called  72-normal if the  W  -algebra generated by A is 72-normal.

A  2-normal operator is also called binormal  [l].   If A   is an  zz-normal operator

and  77 is an irreducible representation of  C  (A) on a Hubert space  770, then the

standard identity

Sgn(7Xt7(l)Xo-(2)---  Xo-(2n)
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is satisfied on  C (27(A)), and since  77 is irreducible   the standard identity is also

satisfied on  B(H„), the set of all bounded linear operators on  /Y-.  Hence the

dimension of HQ  is less than or equal to  22.  We note that a representation  77 of

C  (A) is completely determined by the value of 77 at A.

For   1 < k < 72  let C,   be a commutative   W  -algebra on a Hilbert space  H,,

and let zM,(C,) denote the  W  -algebra on  //,©•••© H,   (zk-times) consisting of

k x k matrices with elements from C,.  Then M,(c,)  is  22-normal, and  M .(<2,) ©

M,(C.) © •••  © M  (C_ )  is also 22-normal.   In fact, any 22-normal  W  -algebra is
Z ¿ 72        ZZ 7 o

unitarily equivalent to one of this form [5]-  Thus any  «-normal operator A  is uni-

tarily equivalent to an operator of the form A    © A    ffi • ■ ■ ffi A     where  A ,   is a

k x k matrix whose entries generate a commutative  W  -algebra; that is, whose

entries are commuting normal operators.  Such an A,   is called a /«-homogeneous

22-normal operator.

Recall  [4,3.1.13]  that (ß x, ß2,---, ß,) £ a(B y B 2, • • ■ , B ¡) = the joint

spectrum of commuting normal operators  By B ,, • • •, B , if and only if there is a

character co (i.e. multiplicative linear functional) on the  C  -algebra, C (\B ■ !•_,),

generated by  B x, ß   , • •• , B, and  /, such that co(l) = 1,  ty(ß;) = ß . fot i = 1, 2,

• • • , /.  We will show that the spectrum of the  C  -algebra generated by a homo-

genous  72-normal operator is closely related to the joint spectrum of its matrix

elements.

2.  Irreducible representations of ?2-normal operators.   If C is a commutative

W  -algebra, then there is a natural  72-dimensional irreducible representation of

M (C)  defined in the following manner:   For p a nonzero character on  C define

ß on Mn(Q by

p((CtA) = (p(C.;)).

Then p is obviously an irreducible representation of /Vl  (c)  in the  72 x 22  scalar

matrices.   The following well-known result states that every irreducible represen-

tation is of this form.

Proposition 1  (see  [7, p. 114]).  // C is a commutative  W  -algebra and tt is

an irreducible representation of M ((A)  on a Hilbert space  H, then the dimension
n r

of H is n, and there exists a nonzero character p on C such that  77 is unitarily

equivalent to p.

Proposition 2.   Let A = (A ..)  be a homogeneous  n-normal operator, where

\A ..\n.   .   ,  are commuting normal operators.   Suppose  tt is an irreducible repre-

sentation of C (A)  on a Hilbert space H, whose dimension k  is necessarily less

than or equal to n.   Then there exists a nonzero character p on  C (\A ..!) and a

k-dimensional reducing subspace  M for p(A) such that  27(A)  is unitarily equiv-

alent  to p(A)\M.   Conversely  every such character and reducing subspace
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produces a representation of C (A), which is however not necessarily irreducible.

Proof.   Let C = C ({A ..["  .   .)  and suppose  77 is an irreducible representation

of C (A) on H.   By Proposition 2.10.2  in  [2], 77 can be extended to an irreducible

representation  77   of M (c)  on  K, where   KDH,   H reduces   n(C (A)), and the

dimension of  K is necessarily  n.   But now Proposition 1   implies that there is a

nonzero character  p on  C  such that  77   is unitarily equivalent to p.   Since  H re-

duces  77(A) there is a  ¿-dimensional reducing subspace  M fot p(A) such that

77(A) = 77(A)| „  is unitarily equivalent to  p(A)\M.  The converse is clear.

Proposition 3.   Let A=A,(BA-(&...(BA     be an n-normal operator with

A,  a k-homogeneous n-normal operator of the form (A .   0 for  1 < k < n, where

{A..\.   ._.  are commuting normal operators.   Suppose  y is an irreducible repre-

sentation of C (A)  on H, whose dimension is h.  Then there exists an integer k,

h < k < 77, aTzzi a nonzero character p,   on  C ({A ..  !.   .   ,) and a h-dimensional re-
—      — rfe 27     z ,7= 1

ducing subspace M,   for pAAA such that 77(A)  is unitarily equivalent to

(p,(A,))|„  .   Conversely, any such integer, nonzero character, and reducing sub-

space produces a h-dimensional representation of C (A), which is however not

necessarily irreducible.

Proof. Let C, = C ({A.. \. ._.) and suppose 77 is an irreducible representa-

tion of C (A) on 77. Again by Proposition 2.10.2 in [2], 77 can be extended to an

irreducible representation  77   of M ,(£,) © M AC A © •••  © M  (£  )  on  K, where
A 1 i ¿ l 72 72

KDH,   H reduces  n(C*(A)).   Each  E . = n(0 © • • • 0 © /. © 0 • • • ©0), for  0<

i < 72, is a projection in the commutant of the image of 77, so that E . is either  0

or /, since  77   is irreducible.   Hence there exists an integer k, h < k < n, such

that  77ÍC, © C _.©•••© C ) = 0 whenever  C, = 0.  Thus  77   can be considered
1 2 72 k

as a  ¿-dimensional irreducible representation of M,(c,)  which extends   77.   Thus

77 can be considered as a Tz-dimensional irreducible representation of C  (A A.

Hence Proposition 2  implies that there exists a nonzero character p,   on  Ç.,   and

a  /i-dimensional reducing  subspace  M,   for pÁAA  suchthat  77(A) is unitarily

equivalent to  p,(/l,)L   .  Again the converse is clear.

Remark.  Although the previous two propositions characterize all the irreduc-

ible  representations  of the  C  -algebra generated by a homogeneous or general

72-normal operator, they do not give us a description of the set of unitary equiva-

lence classes of irreducible representations.   For it is quite difficult to determine

whether a given n x n  scalar matrix is irreducible, and it is also quite difficult to

determine when two n x n matrices are unitarily equivalent.

3.  The spectrum of the C -algebra generated by a binomial operator.   In this

section we are able to give a complete description of the spectrum of a C -algebra

generated by a binormal operator A, using Brown's characterization  [l]  of
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,*/
binormal operators.   It turns out that the spectrum of C (A) given its hull-kernel

topology is homeomorphic to the quotient of a set in  C  , related to the joint spec-

trum of the matrix elements of A, modulo an equivalence relation.  We remark that

the spectrum need not be Hausdorff.

We begin by recalling a result from [l].   Let  Tri (X,  Y, Z) denote the triangu-

lar  2x2  matrix  (A ;.) where  A u = X,   A 22 = Z,   A      = Y, and A   x = 0.  Then

Brown proves that every binormal operator is unitarily equivalent to an operator of

the form B ffi Tri (X,  Y, Z) where  ß  is norma]., X,  Y, Z ate commuting normal

operators, and   Y is positive and one-to-one.

Proposition 4.   Let A = B ffi Tri (X,  Y, Z) be a binormal operator, with   Y > 0.

Then

(i) // 27 is a two-dimensional irreducible representation of C (A)  on  H then

27(A)  is unitarily equivalent to Tri (a, ß, y) where (a, ß, y) £ o(X, Y, Z), and

ß > 0.   Conversely, every such triple gives rise to a two-dimensional irreducible

representation in this manner.

(ii)  // 77  is a nonzero character on  C (Á)  then 27(A) = X where X £ o(b)  or

there exists a p £ C  such that either iX, 0, p) £ oiX,  Y, Z)  or ip, 0, X) £

o~(X,  Y, Z).   Conversely, every such X gives rise to a character in this manner.

Of course, every irreducible representation of C (A) for A   binormal has

dimension less than or equal to  2.

Proof.   Follows immediately from Proposition 3-

Now let

50 = \(a, ß, y): either (a, ß, y) £ oiX, Y, Z) or (y, ß, a) e oíX,  Y, Z)\

and let

S = ct(b)u v

Then define an equivalence relation ~   on S  by saying s    ^ s     if and only if

one of the following four conditions is satisfied:  (1) s    = s      (2) s x = (a, ß, y)

and s2 = (y, ß, a),  ß > 0,  (3) s j = (a, 0, y)  and s 2 = (a, 0, S), or  (4) s x =

cl£o(B) and s   = (a, 0, y) or vice versa.  We use the set 5„ instead of the set

o(X,  Y, Z)  for two reasons.  The first reason is that an element of the form

(a, 0, y) £o(X, Y, Z) yields two characters on C  (A) and the second is because

the final topologies would not agree otherwise.

Let  X denote the set of unitary equivalence classes of irreducible repre-

sentations of  C  (A).  We define a map 6: S —» X  as follows:  If s = (a, ß, y)

with  ß > 0 and (a, ß, y) £ o(X,  Y, Z), let  ß(s)  be the two-dimensional irreduc-

ible representation   given in Proposition 4(i) by  (d(s))(A) = Tri (a, ß, y).   If  s =

(a, ß, y) with ß > 0 and (y, ß, a) e aiX,  Y, Z), let d(s) be the two-dimensional

irreducible representation given by  (ö(s))(A) = Tri(y, ß, a).  Notice that if  ß > 0

and both (a, ß, y) and (y, ß, a)  are in o(X,  Y, Z)  then this does give a single
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valued definition of 6(s) since  Tri (a, ß, y)  and Tri (y, ß, a)  ate unitarily equi-

valent.   If 0i£ o(B) let 0(oA be the character on  C (A) given in Proposition  4(ii)

by  (<9(<x))(A) = a.   If s = (a, 0, ß) £ SQ let d(s) he the character on  C*(A)  given

in Proposition 4(ii) by (6(s))(A) - cl.  Since  Tri(a, ß, y)  and  Tri(a', ß, y )  ate

unitarily equivalent if and only if {cl, y\ - ja , y'\ we have that s    ^ s     if and

only if 6(s ) = d(s A.  Thus  0 induces a one-to-one mapping  (9„  from S/^ to  X,

which is onto by Proposition 4.

Give S0 the topology it inherits from  C     and o~(B) its natural topology.   Let

S  have the disjoint union topology, and let 5V~ have its quotient topology.

Finally let  X have its hull-kernel topology.   Our goal is to show that  0„  is a

homeomorphism of 5/~ onto X.  Recall  [2, 3-3-31  that if {D .] is a dense subset

of C  (A), then a base for the hull-kernel topology on  X is given by the sets   U . =

{n£X: ||77(D.)|| > l}.

Proposition 5.  The map d: S —► X  is continuous.

Proof.  Consider the dense set in  C  (A)  consisting of operators of the form

D = p(A, A   )  where  p is a polynomial in two noncommuting variables.  Suppose

that s    £S converges to s £S.  We need to show that  6(s  )  converges to  6(s)

in X.  There are three cases to be considered.

First assume that s £ o(B). So we may assume  s    £ o(B) for all 72.   Then

p   = Q(s  )  and  p = 6(s)  ate characters on  C (A) such that  p    (A) = s     andr 72 72 ' '   72 72

p(A) = s.   Thus   |pn(D)| = \p(pn(A), pn(A*))\ = \p(sn, Wj\   converges to   \p(s, F)| =

|p(D)|   so that p    converges to p in  X.

Second assume that s = (a, ß, y) £ SQ with  ß > 0.  Then we may assume

s    =(a,z3,y)e5'0 with ß   > 0 for all tz.   By Proposition 4(i)   there exist

unitary operators   U    and  V suchthat  V(0(S)(A ))V* = Tri (a, ß, y) and

Uri(d(sn)(A))U*n = Tri (a, ßn, yj. Hence  U ¿6 (s ¿(D)) U*n = U j(d (s ¿(A),

d(sn)(A*))U*n = p(Tri(an, ßn, yn), Tti(an, ßn, yj*) which converges to

p(Tti(a, ß, y), Tri(a, ß, y)*) = V(6(s)(D))V*.  Thus   \\ß(sn)(D)\\   converges to

\\6(s)(D)\\, so that  9(sn) converges to  0(s) in  X.

Lastly assume that s = (a, 0, y) £ 5..   Then we may assume  s    = (a , ß , y )

£ S.  for all 77.   Let  N ,  he the set of integers  77  such that  ß   /= 0, and let  N ..
0 1 ö "72 2

be the set of integers  72  such that  B   =0.   For n £ N-,  6(s  )(D) = p(a , a. ).  So
0 "n 2' 72 r     72'     72

that if N2 is infinite, \6(s¿)(D)\ = \p(a , an)\   converges to  \p(a, a)\ =

|ö(s)(D)|.   If 72 e A/,  then  6(sn)(A)  is unitarily equivalent to  Tri (a , ß  , y ).

So that if /Vj is infinite, ||0(/)(D)|| = \\p(Tti(an, ßn, y¿), Tti(an, ßn, yf)\\

converges to   ||p(Tri(o, 0, y), Tri(a, 0, y)  )||, which is greater than or equal to

|p(a, oZ)\ = ||0(s)(D)||.  So that, if  ||ö(s)(D)|| > 1, there exists an integer  N  such

that, for all 72 e/Vj u /V2,   n>N,   ||0(sn)(D)|| > 1.

Proposition 6.   The mapping 0„  25 a homeomorphism of S/^ onto X.
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Proof.   Because of Proposition 5  and the remarks preceding it, we need only

show that  dr. is a closed mapping.  Since  S  is compact, 5/~  is also compact.   Let

F  be a closed, hence compact, subset of 5/~.  Since  dQ is continuous, 60(F)

must be compact.  Let  Í77  1°? be a sequence in 0Q(F) converging to  770 e X.  We

need to show that  77., £ 6Q(F).  Since  X  is second countable and  OAF) is compact,

there is a subsequence {27    Î which converges to  27.  £ OAF). Hence we may assume

Í27  !  converges to  77 0 and  27..   If  77Q = 27.   we are done.   Assume  77 0 /= 27..   By Cor-

ollary 1   in [3, p. 388], we have that dim 270 + dim 77, < 2, thus  dim 27„ = 1 =

dim 77., and  27Q, 77,   are the only limit points of [27- S.  Let   7 = fl \p~  (0): p is a

character on  C  (A)\.  Then  ]/(/),  C (A)/}  is commutative and the spectrum of

C (A)/]  is just the space of characters of  C (A) [2, 3.6.3  and 3.2.l], and hence

is Hausdorff.  Then since  77    converges to the characters  77n, 27.  we must have

that dim 27   = 2  for large 72.  Hence we can assume  dim 77   = 2  for all 22.  Now let
72 & 77

q be the quotient map of S  onto  5/~. Then 27   = 6(s  ) where s    £ q ~  (F) and  s    =
1 l x ZZ72 n       í n

i°-n. ß„, y„) e oiX, Y, Z) with ßn > 0. Suppose that 270(A) = aQ and ttxiA) = a

Since a(X,  Y, Z) is compact [4], there is a subsequence  s      = (a    , ß     , y    )
fC R rC K.

which converges, say to (a, ß, y). Since  9 is continuous, 77      converges to
nk

6(a, ß, y).  But  77Q and 27.   are the only limit points of 77  , thus  ß = 0 and  a = aQ

or a     Thus a      converges to either a. or a     If a      converges to a., then

(aQ, 0, y) £aiX, Y, Z) and (aQ, 0, y) £q~l(F) since t7_1(F) is closed.  Thus

270 £ OAF) and we are done.   On the other hand, if a      converges to a     then

(y    , ß     , a    ) £S and converges to (y, 0, a,). Since  8n is continuous, 27      con-
' 7Z¿     '    72^'       72^. ° 7 1 (J n^

verges to 8iy, 0, a ). Hence y= a    or aQ.  If y = a., then we would have  770 £

6AF) since s       £ q~  (F) and we would be done.   Finally, suppose   y= a.     Then

(et    , ß    , y    ) converges to (ax, 0, a ). Now by the lower semicontinuity of the

map 77 to  ||t7(D)||   for D £ C (A) [2, 3-3.21, since  27    converges to  770, we have

that

||t70(A - a.j)|| < lim inf ||?7n(A - aj)||

< lim inf ||Tri (a     , ß    , yn  ) - ttiiu,, 0, a,)|| = 0,
k        k       k

thus  ttq(A) = a0 = a.j  and 27Q 6 6QiF).

Examples and remarks.   (1)  Proposition 6 can be used to give a variety of

examples of non-Hausdorff spaces that are the spectrums of singly generated  C  -

algebras.   For example let  H be  L  [-1,1]  and let  X  be multiplication by the

function git) = t,   Z = — X, and   V  be multiplication by a nonnegative continuous

bounded function / such that /~  (0) is nonempty.  Then A = Tri (X,  V, Z) is a

homogenous binormal operator, in fact A     is normal  [6].   Also, aiX,  Y, Z) =

lit, fit), -t):-l<t< li.  Let  T0 = lit, /(/)): -1 <t < l] ul(-¡, /(/)): -1 <t<l\,

and define  ~ on  TQ by (a, ß) ^ (ap ß x)  if and only if ß = ß x / 0 and  a2 = a2.

Then  Sq/~  is easily seen to be homeomorphic to  T A^.  Thus the spectrum of the
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algebra  C  (A) is  TQ/~ and is simply obtained by taking a quotient space of a

subset of the complex plane.   By choosing particular functions /, a number of

examples can be obtained.

(2) We recall that if U  is a  C  -algebra and A £ U , then the mapping that

sends  n £ X to  ||7r(A)||   is lower semicontinuous.   That is, if  77    converges to  77

then   ||77(A)|| < lim inf ||77- (A)||.   If A   is binormal and â = C*(A), then the proof of

Proposition 5  shows that unless  77 is the image of an element of the form

(a, 0, y) £ S0 we actually have   \\n(D)\\ = lim ||í7n(D)||   for all  D £ C*(A).  If 77 is

the image of an element of the form (a, 0, y), then since  |a|   may be strictly less

than  |y|  we may have   ||t7(D)|| < lim inf ¡77 (D)\\.

Added in revision.   Carl Pearcy has kindly informed us that this paper is re-

lated to a paper of Harry Gonshor  [Canad. J. Math. 10 (1958), 97-102].   For A

a binormal operator, Gonshor used direct integral theory to determine what Fell

[Acta. Math. 26 (1961), 233-280]  later called the Hausdorff compactification Q

of the spectrum of  C (A) and characterized those continuous functions on 0

that come from elements of  C (A).
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